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Daniel 10 and the Notion of Territorial Spirits

David E. Stevens

A plethora of books and articles testify to a renewed interest in the mysterious realm of celestial powers and their relationship to the terrestrial world. In spite of such interest the study of this important theme has often been ignored or relegated to the periphery of serious biblical and theological study. In the 1950s Scottish theologian James Stewart noted that the study of the celestial powers—and in particular malevolent powers—was a neglected aspect of New Testament theology. More recently, however, the writings of such authors as Walter Wink and Peter Wagner have highlighted the existence of cosmic powers and “territorial spirits” that exert influence in the world.

In the 1989 Lausanne Congress on World Evangelism, held in Manila, five workshops were devoted to the subject of “territorial spirits.” Since then many books and articles have been published on this much-debated topic, and they frequently refer to Daniel 10

---

1 See, for example, Frank E. Peretti, This Present Darkness (Westchester, IL: Crossway, 1986); and idem, Piercing the Darkness (Westchester, IL: Crossway, 1989); see also note 5 of the present article.
4 Walter Wink, Naming the Powers (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984); idem, Unmasking the Powers (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1998); and idem, Engaging the Powers (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1994). For the writings of Peter Wagner, see note 5 of this article.

as a chapter that speaks explicitly of territorial spirits. For example Wagner states, “The Bible teaches that the things we today call ‘territorial spirits’ do exist. A key passage is found in Daniel 10 where the ‘prince of Persia’ and the ‘prince of Greece’ are mentioned specifically” in verse 20. Speaking of the spirit princes of Persia and Greece, Otis writes, “Here we have a well-defined case of an evil spiritual being ruling over an area with explicitly defined boundaries.”

Priest, Campbell, and Mullen underscore the determinative nature of this passage in relation to the contemporary notion of territorial spirits. “All other passages which advocates of spiritual mapping, and spiritual warfare based on that mapping, have appealed to, are read in the light of this passage as well as in the light of anecdotes, native beliefs and demonic revelations. This passage is crucial. If this passage is discovered not to teach the notion of demonic territoriality—the notion that demonic power is linked to and exercised over territories—then the other passages fail to persuade.”

Daniel 10 is crucial for the study of cosmic powers over the peoples of the earth. Driver affirms that the doctrine of tutelary angels set over the nations is found explicitly for the first time in the Old Testament in Daniel 10:13. Delcor is of the same opinion. “This verse supposes, on the one hand—the notion of guardian angels over the nations—and on the other, the existence of angelic warfare in the heavens. For the first time the idea is expressed that each people has a protective angel, but the origin of this speculation is not clear.”

On the other hand Calvin, Clarke, d’Envieu, and Shea hold that the “prince of Persia” (Dan. 10:13, 20) was one of the political authorities in Persia who opposed the
reconstruction of the Jewish temple. Shea writes, “If one looks for an earthly human prince of Persia in the 3rd year of Cyrus, there is one specific candidate for that historical position: Cambyses, the son and crown prince of Cyrus… This is the one interpretation which takes cognizance of both (a) the potentiality for interpreting the word ‘prince’ as a hu-

man being, and (b) the actual political situation that obtained in the 3rd year of Cyrus. In my opinion, therefore, Calvin was correct in this identification.”¹³

Do Daniel 10:13 and 20 speak of demons governing their respective nations? Or was the one who transmitted this revelation to Daniel referring to human princes who opposed God’s intervention in favor of Israel?

This article proposes that (a) the use of the term “prince” (קרם) in the Old Testament as well as certain contextual indications underline the angelic nature of these princes; (b) the historical context of Daniel 10 helps explain the malevolent intentions and strategy of these demonic “princes” in relation to the Jewish nation; and (c) the influence exerted by these angelic princes is personal and sociopolitical in nature and not territorial.

The View that the Princes of Persia and Greece Were Human Leaders

Shea’s view that the princes in Daniel 10 were human political leaders is based on two principal arguments: the use of the term “prince” in Daniel and other biblical passages to refer to human leaders, and the plural expression “with the kings of Persia” (v. 13).

The Hebrew term קַרְם, used more than four hundred times in the Old Testament, carries the following meanings: captain, leader (Num. 21:18; 1 Sam. 22:2); vassal, noble, official under a king who functions (a) as a ruler or counselor (Gen. 12:15; 1 Kings 20:14–17), (b) the sovereign or magistrate of a region (2 Chron. 32:31), or (c) the ruler of a city (Judg. 9:30; Neh. 7:2); commander (Gen. 21:22, 32); head of a group of people, that is, an official (Neh. 4:10; Ps. 68:27 [28, Heb.]; Dan. 1:7–11, 18); one who carries a certain religious responsibility (Ezra 8:24, 29; Isa. 43:28); or a person in an elevated position (Ps. 45:16 [17, Heb.]; Isa. 23:8).¹⁴ The common denominator in these diverse uses is the concept of “one who commands.” As van der Ploeg summarizes, “The sar is everywhere the one who commands; it is thus clear why the term is preferentially applied to military commanders.”¹⁵

Given these examples, it is not surprising that certain commentators say that the princes of Persia and Greece were human leaders. In fact in the Book of Daniel the term קַרְם is found nine times outside the angelic references and often carries the meaning of “one who commands.” Six times in chapter 1 the term refers to a Babylonian officer (vv. 7–11, 18); on two occasions in Daniel’s prayer the term designates the princes of Judah (9:6, 8); and once (11:5) the term is applied to Seleucus I Nicator, chief officer under the command of Ptolemy I.

Shea proposes a second argument in favor of seeing these princes as humans. While conceding that the term קַרְם in Daniel may in certain passages designate celestial beings,

Shea insists that in such cases the term always indicates benevolent angels. “Even when ‘prince’ is used of an angelic figure, elsewhere in Daniel, it is consistently used only of such angelic beings on God’s side, never for fallen angels, demons, or Satan… the powers opposing God are identified in other ways in Daniel, not by this term.”

Shea’s third argument is that the title is equivalent to the modern-day term “crown prince.” He then attempts to demonstrate that Cambyses could have been simultaneously the king of Babylon and crown prince to the throne of his father, Cyrus, king of Persia.

Shea further concludes that the phrase “with the kings of Persia” (v. 13) means that those kings were at the same place the angel encountered the “prince of Persia.” If Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, was named king of Babylon before the third year of Cyrus (v. 1), he would be considered both “crown prince” (of Persia) and “king” (of Babylon) at the moment of the struggle described in verse 13. In this case the title “kings of Persia” would refer to two “kings”—Cambyses, king of Babylon, and Cyrus, king of Persia.

According to this interpretation Daniel 10 says nothing about the intervention of malevolent angelic powers. Instead, Cyrus (the view of Clark and d’Envieu) or Cambyses his son (the view of Calvin and Shea) were the ones who resisted Gabriel and Michael.

The View That the Princes of Persia and Greece Were National Angels (Demons)

While the word “prince” may seem to allow for the view that the princes of Persia and Greece are human leaders, a study of the term and its use in Daniel 10 demonstrates otherwise. While רֶשֶׁת designates “leaders,” “vassals,” “captains,” or “heads of groups” (in 1:7–11, 18; 8:11, 25; 9:6, 8; 11:5), elsewhere in Daniel the term obviously refers to celestial beings. The angel Michael is called “one of the chief princes” (10:13), “your prince” (v. 21), and “the great prince” (12:1). Two other usages of רֶשֶׁת are of particular interest: “commander of the host” (רֶשֶׁת–חֶבֶל, 8:11) and “prince of princes” (רֶשֶׁת–רֶשֶׁת, 8:25). These are three irrefutable examples in the same book where רֶשֶׁת refers not to human princes but to God Himself, an angelic prince, or the Messiah. Outside the Book of Daniel the use of רֶשֶׁת as an appellation of celestial beings is also found in the expression “captain of the host of the Lord” (רֶשֶׁת–נַפְלֵי, Josh. 5:14–15). Also the expression “prince of peace” (רֶשֶׁת–שלום, Isa. 9:5) refers to the Messiah.

As already noted, Shea contends that when the term רֶשֶׁת refers elsewhere to angelic powers, it always designates good angels, not evil ones. The context, however, must remain the decisive factor. For example the term employed most frequently in Daniel to speak of the dominion of God (רֶשֶׁת, 6:26 [27, Aramaic]; 7:6, 12, 14, 26) is also used of evil powers that will one day serve and obey God (7:27). Moreover, the use of רֶשֶׁת in

16 Shea, “Wrestling with the Prince of Persia,” 234. Unfortunately Shea does not specify which terms are used to designate the demonic powers.
17 Ibid., 249.
18 Ibid., 242. Shea admits that, according to his proposed chronology, Cambyses was considered at this time the king of Babylon and only the prince of Persia. He suggests, however, that the relationship between the two rulers was sufficient to justify the designation kings of Persia.
19 In Daniel 7:27 four of these evil powers (άτε, Septuagint) are depicted by beasts that come out of the sea. The fourth one will directly oppose the Most High (v. 25).
reference to evil celestial powers is abundantly attested in late Hebrew usage. Though the interpretation of the term in Daniel 10 must not depend entirely on these extrabiblical examples, they at least demonstrate the versatility of the Hebrew term.

In this regard the evident parallel between the יִשְׂרָאֵל of Persia and Michael, the guardian angel of Israel, must not be overlooked. This same parallel is also found in 10:20–21 between the “prince of Greece” and “Michael your prince.” If יִשְׂרָאֵל refers in a context of conflict to the benevolent angel Michael, who represented God’s interests, it is not surprising to find the same term used to designate a malevolent angel (a demon) representing the interests of an earthly kingdom. Many commentators conclude that this parallelism in itself is sufficient to assert that the prince of Persia is of a demonic nature. As already noted, the immediate context is important in determining the meaning of terms.

By saying that Cambyses was simultaneously king of Babylon and crown prince (יִשְׂרָאֵל) to the throne of his father, Cyrus, Shea attributes to the term יִשְׂרָאֵל a meaning that is foreign to the Old Testament usage of this appellation. Furthermore even if it could be shown that יִשְׂרָאֵל carried the meaning “crown prince,” such an interpretation could not apply in verse 20 to the יִשְׂרָאֵל of Greece. Alexander the Great was no other than the king of Greece from the age of twenty and during his military campaigns.

Shea further argues that the term “king” (יִשְׂרָאֵל) in verse 13 is crucial in determining the meaning of the designation “prince” (יִשְׂרָאֵל) in the same verse. While he rightly notes that יִשְׂרָאֵל is never used in the Old Testament in reference to angels, he does not take into account that the term יִשְׂרָאֵל is never used to designate those who are kings. This clear distinction between יִשְׂרָאֵל and יִשְׂרָאֵל is seen in many Old Testament passages (e.g., 2 Chron. 30:2, 6, 12; 36:18; Neh. 9:32; Esth. 3:12; Isa. 10:8; Jer. 24:8; 25:18; Lam. 2:9; Ezek. 17:12;

---


22 Anthony C. Thiselton underscores this principle in this way: The meaning of a word depends not on what it is in itself, but on its relation to other words and to other sentences which form its context. Dictionary-entries about words are rule-of-thumb generalizations based on assumptions about characteristic contexts. Nevertheless, the most urgent priority is to point out the fallacy of an atomizing exegesis which pays insufficient attention to context (Semantics and New Testament Interpretation, in New Testament Interpretation: Essays on Principles and Methods, ed. I. Howard Marshall [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977], 75104).


25 Alexander the Great is called the mighty king in Daniel 11:3 (cf. 8:21). Interestingly Shea makes no reference whatever to the prince of Greece in his article.

26 The term kings occurs in connection with prince in v. 13, and commentators do not view that former term as a reference to tutelary deities of Persia (Shea, Wrestling with the Prince of Persia, 234).

Hos. 3:4). The only exception to this may be in Isaiah 10:8: “Are not my princes [םלך] all kings [מלך]?” However, the context here is poetic. According to Young the term שׂר is chosen in this passage in order to reflect the Akkadian sarru, even though the exact relationship of the two terms is not certain.27

This distinction between between של and מלך is also seen in Daniel 9:6, 8; and 11:5. Moreover, other terms were available to the author if he had wanted to convey a meaning comprising the two concepts of “prince” and “king.” For example the terms נבוב (9:25–26) and נבוב (1 Kings 1:35; Ezek. 12:12) can include the two meanings.29 If, according to Shea, the “prince of the kingdom of Persia” (Dan. 10:13) and the “prince of Greece” (v. 20) designate Cambyses and Alexander the Great, respectively—both of whom are called מלך in 8:20–21—why did Daniel not use here one of the synonyms of של ים, such as נבוב or נבוב? Instead it seems that Gabriel carefully chose the term של in order to distinguish clearly in this context between human kings and angelic princes.

Theodotion, who best reflects the original reading of the Septuagint,29 translates של by αγαθός and not by stathgov.30 Beginning in the intertestamental period the literature has many examples in

which αγαθός and αγαθός are used to designate celestial powers.31 Furthermore Paul and other New Testament authors employ these terms in reference to angelic powers (e.g., John 12:31; Rom. 8:38; 1 Cor. 15:54; Eph. 1:21–22; 2:2).

In conclusion several factors indicate that “prince” (של) in Daniel 10:13 refers to a demon, not to a “human ruler”: (a) the use of the term של in the Old Testament as a designation of celestial beings; (b) the use of של to designate malevolent angels as attested in later Hebrew and Assyrian usage and supported by the immediate context of Daniel 10; (c) the clear parallel between the prince of Persia and the angel Michael; (d)
the absence of the use of לֵבָב in the Old Testament to designate a “crown prince” to the throne; (e) the clear distinction between the terms בְּרֵן and לֵבָב in verse 13; and (f) the translation of לֵבָב by ἄγαθον (Theodotion).

According to this interpretation the princes of Persia and Greece were demonic princes established over their respective nations. Their intentions were malevolent, standing in opposition to the angels Gabriel and Michael, the latter being one of the “chief princes” and defender of the Jewish nation.

The Interpretation of the Angelic Battle

Beyond the identity of these princes, it is important to understand the nature of the angelic battle as explained by the two descriptive phrases found in verse 13: שָׁמַע מִלִּבְּבָא “[he] was withstanding me” and שָׁמַע מִלִּבְּבָא נַחֲלָא “I had been left there.” Certain commentators conclude concerning the first phrase (“[he] was withstanding me”) that, if the angel sent to Daniel was (during twenty-one days) “withstood, held back, or deterred” from the accomplishment of his primary mission, then it is reasonable to believe that the “prince of Persia” is no other than a malevolent angelic power. For example Bruce concludes that these “princes,” “who are powerful enough to impede an angel of the divine presence in the execution of his commission, are plainly not the human rulers of the empires mentioned; they are superior angel-princes.”

Apparently the mission of the angel Gabriel had at least a twofold objective: to strengthen the prophet Daniel (v. 12) and to con-
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vey the revelation of chapters 11 and 12. But was there more than this? Was the struggle nothing more than an impediment to the angel’s primary mission?

Daniel 8:25 shows that it is certainly possible for a human being, in this case Antiochus IV Epiphanes, to “oppose” מַעֲלֵה יָד with מַעֲלָה מִלִּבְּבָא a celestial being, whether it be an angel or the Messiah Himself (“Prince of princes”). Given this fact, the argument of Bruce cited above is not convincing. That the “prince” of Daniel 10:13 is powerful enough to oppose the angel of God does not, in and of itself, lead one to the conclusion that this prince is angelic. As has been demonstrated, the angelic interpretation of the princes of Persia and Greece depends rather on the use of לֵבָב in this context. On the other hand 1 Chronicles 21:1 (“Satan stood up against מַעֲלָה מִלִּבְּבָא with מַעֲלֵה יָד Israel and moved David to number Israel”) does not exclude the possibility that these malevolent, celestial powers are working through the intermediary of a man or a nation so as to oppose the will of God.

If then the phrase שָׁמַע מִלִּבְּבָא (לֵבָב) (She “was withstanding me,” Dan. 10:13) does not help in defining the identity of the prince of Persia, it does explain the reason for the delay of twenty-one days. Gabriel was doing more than simply strengthening the prophet or conveying the revelation of chapters 11–12. He was also engaged in spiritual warfare, opposing the malevolent influence of the angelic prince of Persia on human political

33 Such direct influence of malevolent spiritual powers on religious and spiritual authorities is also illustrated in Ascension of Isaiah 2:24: And Manasseh ceased from serving the God of his father and served Satan and his angels and powers for the prince of unrighteousness who rules this world is Beliar. Now this Beliar rejoiced in Jerusalem over Manasseh and strengthened him in his leading to apostasy and in the lawlessness which was spread abroad in Jerusalem (italics added).
authorities. This celestial conflict is an integral part of Gabriel’s mission. The angelic prince of Persia, who in this case is working through the intermediary of human political authorities, must be countered in his destructive schemes against Israel; this is the first objective of Gabriel’s mission. This seems to be confirmed by the clause “for I [Gabriel] had been left there with the kings of Persia” (v. 13).

The New International Version renders this clause, “because I was detained there with the king of Persia.” According to this translation the angel sent to Daniel was “detained” from accomplishing his primary revelatory mission. However, the verb יֵשָׁא in the Niphal never carries this meaning in the Old Testament; the primary meaning is “to stay, to remain.”34 The King James Version reads, “As I remained there with the king of Persia.” In this rendering Gabriel stayed with the king of Persia either in order to continue to influence him in favor of Israel (d’Envieu)35 or to counteract his malevolent enterprises against Israel (Shea). However, as has been demonstrated, this interpretation of the text does not take into account the clear distinction of meaning of the two terms רכש and יֵשָׁא. On the other hand the term יֵשָׁא can carry the meaning “to have advantage over.”36 Young translates the phrase, “I had the advantage,” adding, “the Speaker prevailed and was left near the kings of Persia (i.e., victorious), the Prince having been worsted.”37 Driver’s translation is “[I] was left over there” (i.e., I had nothing more to do),38 and Wood comments, “The word … carries the thought of being left in a position of preeminence.”39 It seems then that, with the help of the archangel Michael, Gabriel was in an advantageous position with respect to the angelic prince of Persia. Michael moved to the front of the battle, leaving Gabriel free to accomplish another aspect of his mission, now toward Daniel.

In conclusion the two phrases he “withstood me” and “I was left over there,” though not crucial in determining the identity of the prince of Persia, contribute to an understanding of the reason for the twenty-one-day period of prayer and fasting by Daniel. Spiritual warfare was being waged in the heavenly places and the angel Gabriel was encountering the malevolent influence of the angelic (demonic) prince of Persia on the contemporary political situation. As Boyd states, “Daniel 10 clearly affirms not only the existence of powerful angelic beings but also their ability

either to cooperate with or to resist God’s will. This passage further implies that at least part of what may be in the balance, as these beings either cooperate with or resist

---

37 Young, The Prophecy of Daniel, 227. The New English Bible has seeing that I had held out there, Michael, one of the chief princes.
38 Driver, The Book of Daniel, 159.
40 The term יֵשָׁא (now) is not found in verse 14, but is inferred. This understanding of the narrative seems to be confirmed by the renewed spiritual battle mentioned in verses 2021.
God’s will, is our welfare.” The particular historical and political circumstances of Daniel 10 will now be examined in order to better understand the strategy of the angelic prince of Persia as he stood in opposition to the welfare of God’s people.

The Historical Analysis of Daniel 10 by William Shea

Daniel mourned for three weeks in the “third year of Cyrus” (10:1–2), three weeks that ended on the twenty-fourth day of the first month (v. 4), that is, Nisan 24, 535 B.C. Based on this historical precision Shea proposes four arguments in favor of identifying the “prince” of Persia with Cambyses, the son of Cyrus: (a) the opposition in question in Daniel 10, (b) the reputation of Cambyses as an adversary of foreign religions, (c) the position of Cambyses at that time in the Persian government, and (d) the significance of the expression “with the kings of Persia” (אָשֶׁר מָלְאֵי כְּבֵית, v. 13). Though these princes, as already discussed, are demonic—and thus Shea’s view that the “prince” of Persia was Cambyses is to be rejected—a historical analysis of the contemporary context is helpful.

The Opposition In Question

What opposition was Israel facing in Daniel 10? When the events recorded in that chapter are read in their historical context, it seems that the reconstruction of the temple was the primary preoccupation of Daniel and his people (Ezra 1–4). Though Cyrus had already allowed some of the Jewish exiles to return to their homeland, many were still dispersed in the Mesopotamian cities of Babylon, Persepolis, Susa, and Ecbatana. The first wave of returnees to Jerusalem encountered opposition in their efforts to rebuild the temple. According to Ezra 4:4–5 certain counselors from among the local inhabitants had been hired by the Persian government. Cyrus, either directly or by means of his representatives, yielded to the pressure of these counselors and suspended the reconstruction of the temple. As indicated in Haggai, Zechariah, and Ezra 5–6, this delay stemmed from local opposition.

In this regard it is significant that the theophany in Daniel 10:5–9, which manifested the glory of God, was situated to the east of the Tigris River. Why? For the simple reason that the temple, the abode of God, had not yet been reconstructed. According to Ezekiel the abominations committed in Israel caused the Shekinah glory of God to leave His

---

44 Daniel 9:25 alludes to the reconstruction of the city: It will be built again, with plaza and moat, even in times of distress.
sanctuary (Ezek. 8:6; 10:18–19; 11:23). Later, however, the prophet said this same glory of God will once again fill the temple (Ezek. 43). It seems then that the mourning of Daniel and the vision of God’s glory in Daniel 10:5–9 took place between these two critical events, that is, between the departure of the Shekinah glory from the temple (Ezek. 10) and the return of the Shekinah glory (Ezek. 43) to the temple. However, who was responsible for this opposition? Was it Cyrus himself or one of his representatives?

The Reputation Of Cambyses

Shea includes several citations from Herodotus, certain Egyptian texts, and later classical historians in an effort to demonstrate the intense antagonism of Cambyses with respect to foreign religions. Shea and others have rightly noted that the reconstruction of the temple was interrupted during the entire reign of Cambyses and not undertaken again until the more conciliatory reign of Darius I Hystaspes (521-486 B.C.). Dandamaev concurs. “If we can believe the information which is provided by Josephus Flavius in his
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‘Jewish Antiquities’ (II 249, 315), it was Cambyses, when he had become king, who even forbade the rebuilding of the temple. The building was only started at the commencement of Darius’ reign.”

The Position Of Cambyses In The Persian Empire

A third important factor in Shea’s historical analysis concerns Cambyses’ political position at that time in the Persian Empire. The question of the coregency of Cambyses and Cyrus has been debated by biblical historians. While Briant places the coregency at the beginning of Cyrus’s reign, Dubberstein situates it nearly eight years later in 530 B.C. Shea, on the other hand, convincingly argues that their coregency began in 535 B.C. and that this set the stage for the events described in Daniel 10. Shea mentions a document cited by Oppenheim, which seems to speak of Cambyses’ enthronement as king of Babylon during the New Year’s festivities: “From the 27th day of Arahshamnu till the 3rd day of Nisanu a(n official) ‘weeping’ was performed in Akkad, all the people (went around) with their hair disheveled. When, the 4th day, Cambyses, son of Cyrus, went to the temple … priest of Nebo … came (and) made the ‘weaving’ by means of the handles and when [he le]d the image of Nê[bo … Nebo returned to Esagila, sheep-offerings in front of Bel and the god Mâ[r]-b[i]ti].”

46 Ibid., 236-39; cf. Herodotus, History 3.16-17, 2529, 37; and Strabo, Geography of Strabo 17.1.27.
47 M. A. Dandamaev, A Political History of the Achaemenid Empire, trans. W. J. Vogelsang (Leiden: Brill, 1989), 64. Two authors who attempt to interpret Cambyses in a more positive light are W. Spiegelberg, Die sog. demotische Chronik des Pap. 215 der Bibliothèque Nationale zu Paris (Leipzig: 1914), 3233; and Pierre Briant, Histoire de l’empire perse de Cyrus à Alexandre (Paris: Fayard, 1996), 6668, 109-10, 495-96. However, Shea rightly concludes, While some exaggeration may have crept into the traditions in the course of time, however, they probably contain more than a kernel of truth (Shea, Wrestling with the Prince of Persia, 238).
48 Briant, Histoire de l’empire perse de Cyrus à Alexandre, 82.
Though admitting that the chronology of this text is not clear, Shea underscores the possible parallels with Daniel 10.

What we find when these dates are compared is that the period of Daniel’s mourning (during which also the angels wrestled with the prince of Persia)—twenty-one days—is the exact equivalent of the length of time between the date in Nisan on which Cambyses entered the temple during the New Year’s festival, the 4th, and the date in Nisan on which the events of Dan 10 are described as occurring, the 24th. If the 24th of Nisan was the twenty-first day of Daniel’s mourning, then by working backwards we find that the first day of Daniel’s mourning was the 4th of Nisan, the same day on which Cambyses entered the temple during the New Year’s festival.52

Though this observation says nothing about the duration of Cambyses’ reign, it does point up the circumstances that may have provoked the prophet’s three weeks of prayer and fasting. Given Cambyses’ bellicose character and his hatred of foreign religions, one can understand why Daniel would have devoted himself to prayer and fasting on behalf of his people and the project of reconstructing the temple already undertaken in Jerusalem.

The possible relationship between Daniel 10 and this text on Cambyses’ enthronement is interesting but not conclusive. However, if the chronology proposed by Shea is correct, this points up a close relationship between the celestial activity of angels and demons and the affairs of people and kingdoms.

The Meaning of the Phrase “with the Kings of Persia” (Dan. 10:13)

If the title “prince of Persia” (v. 20) denotes a demonic being, what then is the significance of the problematic expression “with the kings of Persia” (v. 13)? What is the identity of these kings and their relationship to the “prince” (רו) of Persia? And how does one explain the plural “kings” (מלך) in verse 13?

At least three solutions are proposed. Several commentators amend the Masoretic text by replacing “kings” (מלך) with “kingdom” (מלכות). The Revised Standard Version adopts this solution with the translation “so I left him there with the prince of the Kingdom of Persia.”53

Another solution loosely interprets the plural “kings” (מלך) as meaning “succession of kings.” This option is proposed by d’Enviieu: “It becomes evident, however, from the entire narrative that the angel indicates that he will remain near the present Persian king and his successors.”54

A third approach, similar to the second solution, suggests that the author was imprecise in his use of the plural and singular. The Vulgate, for example, translates with the singular: “et ego remansi ibi juxta regem Persarum.”55
However, Shea’s conclusion here is preferable. The designation “kings of Persia” refers to the two kings—Cambyses, the Babylonian head of state, and Cyrus, the king of Persia—without identifying either one or the other with the “prince of Persia.” Such an interpretation does not understand the mention of the “kings of Persia” to be a definition of the designation “prince of the kingdom of Persia.” As previously noted, the clear distinction between the terms יְלַל and יַרְפּא in the Old Testament and the parallel between the prince (ונפ) of Persia and the angel Michael argue against such an interpretation. However, it is true (as Shea rightly observes) that verse 13 implies that the “kings” were located at the same place where the angel Gabriel experienced opposition from the prince of Persia. It seems, then, that the explanation of this apparently close rapport is found in the strategy of the prince of Persia rather than in his identity. Even as Satan rose against Israel to incite King David to oppose the will of God (1 Chron. 21:1), so this malevolent angelic “kingdom-prince” attempted to accomplish his evil intentions by the intermediary of two heads of state, Cyrus and his son Cambyses. This latter one, by his belligerent and impudent character, opposed God’s people. As Boyd states, “What occurs on earth, again, is a replica and a mirror of what occurs in heaven. Indeed, it is a microcosmic example of the macrocosmic spiritual struggle.”

Daniel 10 in Its Broader Context

This intimate relationship between celestial and terrestrial activity is indicated elsewhere in Daniel. Daniel 11:1 reads, “I [Gabriel] took my stand to support and protect him” (NIV). To whom does “him” refer? Though it is possible to understand that Gabriel came to the aid of Darius the Mede, it is preferable to understand that Gabriel protected Michael. The immediate context implies this interpretation: “No one supports me against them except Michael, your prince” (10:21, NIV). Also in light of Daniel 6 it is difficult to imagine in what way Gabriel could have supported Darius. Michael, Israel’s primary angelic defender, needed the help of Gabriel during the reign of Darius. And in the same way Gabriel, Israel’s primary angelic messenger, called on Michael in his struggle against the prince of Persia. However, to understand that Michael needed the help of Gabriel during the reign of Darius, in the same way that Gabriel called on Michael in his struggle against the prince of Persia, affords the reader unusual insight into angelic activity in favor of the people of God.

Daniel 6:5–16 speaks of efforts on the part of Babylonian dignitaries to influence Darius against Daniel. However, God sent His angel to shut the mouths of the lions (v. 22). This miraculous intervention obligated Darius to reformulate his political stance to

56 Whatever may have been the precise political position of Cambyses on May 11, 535 B.C., the term יְלַל is quite adequate for describing the role of Cambyses and his father Cyrus. See Robert D. Culver, יְלַל, in Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament, ed. R. Laird Harris, Gleason L. Archer Jr., and Bruce K. Waltke (Chicago: Moody, 1980), 1:507-10.

57 Boyd, God at War, 90. The scene evokes the apocalyptic account of Satan who, in the form of a dragon (Rev. 12:9) will give his power and his throne and great authority to the beast (13:2). Such a conclusion concerning these angelic princes is in stark contradiction to Wesley Carr, who affirms, These beings never have anything to do with the concrete acts or persons of government. Indeed even in Daniel they relate only to past empires, and are only a device for explaining history (Angels and Principalities: The Background, Meaning and Development of the Pauline Phrase hai archai kai hai exousiai, Society for New Testament Studies Monograph Series 42 [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981], 35).

favor the Hebrews (vv. 24–27). Walvoord concludes, “The beginning of the second great empire with the fall of Babylon in chapter 5 was, then, more than a military conquest or triumph of the armies of the Medes and Persians. It was a new chapter in the divine drama of angelic warfare behind the scenes.”59

The immediate context of Daniel 11:1 also addresses this intimate relationship between celestial activity and the terrestrial scene. For example beginning in 10:21 a complex and intentional literary structure demonstrates that 11:1 is not an incidental phrase that needs to be reformulated or amended (the verse belongs to the central body of revelation that begins in 10:20), and 10:20–11:1 and 12:1–3 form an inclusio frame around the
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revelation of 11:2–45.60 David summarizes the implications of these observations this way: “First, he [Gabriel] discloses to Daniel the heavenly battle that goes on behind the terrestrial scene: 10:13, 20-21; 11:1. Second, he reveals the historical consequences of the preceding supra-historical battle: 11:2b–45. Lastly, he returns to the celestial scene and the vindication of his people: 12:1–3 … the terrestrial struggle involving the accession into world power of a new kingdom bound to persecute Israel (11:2–45) presumes a whole heavenly battle going on behind it.”61

While Daniel 1–5 depicts the history of world empires, chapters 6–12 (and especially chapters 10–12) unfold the reality of the conflict that rages in the supraterrestrial scene (cf. Isa. 24:21).62 As Lincoln states, these chapters depict “war in heaven between the angels of the nations which has its counterpart in events on earth.”63

The Angelic Princes of Daniel 10 and the Contemporary Notion of Territorial Spirits

Though the limits of this study do not allow for an exhaustive analysis of the contemporary doctrine, several observations can be made based on the preceding study of Daniel 10. First, angelic princes mentioned in Daniel do not rule over geographical areas with “explicitly defined boundaries.” The archangel Michael, for example, is described as “the great prince who protects your people” (12:1, NIV, italics added). This emphasizes the protective role of Michael in relation to the people of God rather than with respect to a given territory. Michael remained the guardian angel of the people of God, whether Israel was in the Promised Land or was dispersed in exile among the nations. And in view of the parallel between Michael and the angelic princes of Persia and Greece, one can conclude that the same correspondence exists for the latter, that is, the “princes” are over the people of Persia and Greece and their
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sociopolitical structure rather than their respective geographical boundaries.

61 Ibid., 509, 512 (italics added).
62 This is understandable, as chapters 25 consist of revelations given to pagan monarchs, while chapters 712 convey revelations given to the prophet Daniel himself.
This same emphasis on peoples and sociopolitical structures is seen throughout the Book of Daniel. The Babylonians conquered Judah (Dan. 1–5), but were soon supplanted by the Persians (Dan. 6–10), who themselves were conquered by the Greek Empire (11:2). Then the Greek Empire split into four kingdoms (11:4–36). As Lowe concludes, “The princes of Daniel 10 rule not over … fixed geographical regions, but over imperialistic empires whose boundaries expand and contract…. So the respective princes may be tutelary powers, but if so, then they are expansionistic—not geographical—spirits.”

Taken in this sense, they are better termed “empire spirits” rather than territorial spirits. This emphasis on the peoples of the earth and their sociopolitical structures is found throughout the Old Testament and distinguishes the biblical literature from the traditions of the surrounding nations. In pagan nations around Israel the identity of a people was defined first in terms of a false god’s relationship to his territory. These deities were depicted only secondarily with respect to the inhabitants of those areas. However, the biblical literature stands in contrast to such mythical and animistic notions. In contrast to this pagan concept (Judg. 11:24; 1 Sam. 26:19–20; 2 Kings 3:27), the Old Testament never accepts such thinking as God’s view. The emphasis is rather on the relationship between God (or the “gods”) and the peoples of the earth.

The fact that the angelic princes of Persia and Greece do not rule over explicitly defined geographical territories is also demonstrated by the previous exegesis of Daniel 10:13. The prince of the kingdom of Persia was not trying to fight his way through, in a geographical sense, to Daniel. The issue at stake was not territorial, but political and personal. The political authorities, Cyrus and his son, Cambyses, opposed God’s program through His people Israel, while influenced by a malevolent celestial power.

Second, those who promote the notion of territorial spirits suggest the need for “warfare prayer” or “strategic-level intercession” in which one contends with “an even more ominous concentration of demonic power; namely, territorial spirits.” Such
intercession frequently involves both the naming of the territorial powers that influence a specific geographical area as well as aggressive prayer against these demonic spirits in order to lessen their grip on the region and prepare the way for more effective evangelism.69 Furthermore Wagner states that Daniel 10 “shows us clearly that the only weapon Daniel had [by which] to combat these rulers of darkness was warfare prayer.”70 Is this true?

A marked difference stands between the nature of Daniel’s prayer and what is presently termed “strategic-level intercession.” Daniel never sought the names of these cosmic powers nor did he employ their names in his intercession—a practice more in keeping with occultic arts.71 In fact there is no indication that Daniel was aware of what was taking place in the heavens during his three-week period of prayer and fasting. It is not until after this period that Daniel received revelation about the identity of the angels engaged in this heavenly struggle.72 And even then, the only angel who was named was Michael (10:13), who fought on behalf of Israel. The evil angelic princes of Persia and Greece were identified by their generic titles. In light of this, Lowe concludes, “If this passage teaches the importance of names, it is angelic names which are consequential. Generic titles are sufficient for demons.”73 Also Daniel did not engage in aggressive prayer against such powers with the expectation of “binding” or “evicting” them. The prophet did not pray against cosmic powers but for the people of God and the fulfillment of God’s redemptive purposes (cf. Eph. 6:18–20). Apparently Daniel’s focus in prayer was not on the celestial warfare in the heavens, but on the promises of God (Dan. 10:12; cf. Jer. 25:11; 29:10) and their fulfillment on the terrestrial scene. Indeed, these promises were fulfilled, but not immediately. Historically the immediate obstacles to the reconstruction of the temple were not overcome for another decade and a half. Furthermore the prince of Persia continued to exert his influence for another two hundred years until the time of the Greek Empire. Nevertheless in direct response to Daniel’s prayer God sent an angel74 to counteract the evil intentions of the prince of Persia and to reveal God’s unfolding program to the

---

69 Concerning the importance of identifying and naming the spirits, see Wagner, Warfare Prayer, 148; idem., Confronting the Powers, 200-201; Bob Beckett, “Practical Steps toward Community Deliverance,” in Breaking Strongholds in Your City: How to Use Spiritual Mapping to Make Your Prayers More Strategic, Effective and Targeted, 155. Such a practice reflects the assumption that the discerning of the name of a spiritual being gives a person power over that spirit.

70 Wagner, Warfare Prayer, 66.


72 Walvoord states, Daniel probably had observed the Passover on the fourteenth day and the Feast of Unleavened Bread which followed from the fifteenth day to the twenty-first. If the vision came to Daniel immediately after his twenty-one days of mourning, his fast must have begun immediately after the new moon celebration, concluding just before the vision was given to him (The Book of Daniel, 241).

73 Lowe, Territorial Spirits and World Evangelisation? 47. This observation underscores a distinguishing feature of the biblical literature in contrast to the noncanonical literature of later Judaism. In the latter the emphasis on names and angelic hierarchies is quite frequent. For example Sammaêl is the angelic prince of Rome, and Dubbiêl is the angelic prince of Persia (1 Enoch 26:11, 12; and Babylonian Talmud Yoma 77a).

74 There are at least three angelic manifestations in this narrative. The man dressed in linen (Dan. 10:5) is possibly a theophany manifesting God’s glory. The literary structure of the passage suggests that the angels of verses 10 and 16 are identical and refer to one who was engaged in the conflict against the prince of the kingdom of Persia. Then there is Michael, the guardian angel of Israel. See Christopher Rowland, A Man Clothed in Linen: Daniel 10.6ff. and Jewish Angelology, Journal for the Study of the New Testament 24 (1985): 99-110.
prophet. Such historical facts underscore the absolute sovereignty of God in the outworking of His purposes and in response to the prayers of His people. Indeed, “he does as he pleases with the powers of heaven and the peoples of the earth” (Dan. 4:35, NIV).
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Conclusion

Several factors related to the use of the term הָרָעַם in Daniel 10:13, 20 confirm the view that the designations “prince of Persia” and “prince of Greece” refer to angelic (demonic) beings. These were not mere human princes nor were they “territorial spirits”; they were powerful national angels or “empire spirits” who opposed God’s carrying out His purposes through His people Israel. While Cyrus and his son Cambyses opposed the reconstruction of the Jewish temple in the terrestrial sphere, spiritual warfare was being waged in the heavenlies as the angel Gabriel countered the malevolent influence of the angelic prince of Persia on the political situation on earth. In this celestial warfare Daniel’s prayer was not without significance. The angel Gabriel was sent to Daniel in direct response to his prayer (v. 12). But in addition, Daniel gained victory over the opposing prince of Persia as the prophet continued to pray. As a result of Daniel’s intercession God unveiled in chapter 11 His program for Israel’s future. The fruit of Daniel’s intercession is not only the revelation of chapter 11, which unveils God’s program for Israel’s future, but also the eventual removal of the immediate obstacles to the rebuilding of the temple.